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Paperback reviews: Updike by Adam
Begley, The Pink Suit by Nicole Mary
Kelby, I Knew The Bride by Hugo
Williams
Begley’s account of John Updike's life is balanced, fair, clear-eyed and fascinating.
Lesley McDowell | Friday 01 May 2015 17:25 | comments

clothing, Jackie Kennedy’s pink suit, the one she was wearing when her
husband was assassinated. Her heroine, Kate, is an Irish émigré whose
life is about as far from that of the celebrated widow as it is possible to
imagine, and she, too, has a gentle appeal. Kelby has done her research
into the history of fashion houses such as Chanel, and she is to be
applauded for bringing women like Kate from the shadows into the light.
But as Kate dithers about marrying, wonders where her career as a seamstress might be going, and repeatedly misses chances to meet with the
woman she’s helping to dress, an odd passivity emerges, where she is
seen more at the mercy of history than as a shaper of it. Perhaps that’s
Kelby’s point: women like Kate don’t have that kind of power. But it
makes for a tale with a lot less bite than one might desire.
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I Knew The Bride by Hugo Williams (Faber, £10.99)
Loss permeates this collection, whether it’s the loss of a relationship, as in
One Summer; the loss of childhood innocence when a boy at boardingschool is “selected” by an older boy in A Boy Call; the loss of the poet’s
sister, Polly, in I Knew the Bride. Loss becomes thoroughly tangible in
what is a forceful reminder to those of us left behind of the materiality of
existence. Williams’s poems are accessible in both thought and language,
but that doesn’t mean they’re not profound or easily absorbed; indeed,
there’s a kind of resistance, not to understanding but to what is taking
place, in the pile-up of negatives that characterise so many of these
poems: “nothing” is a word that recurs throughout, almost like a bell
tolling.
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The Hidden Light of Objects by Mai Al-Nakib (Bloomsbury Qatar
Foundation, £8.99)
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Al-Nakib’s debut collection takes us from the glitter of 1970s Beirut to the
destruction of present-day Gaza, and shows an assurance in her subject
matter and her characters, which perhaps speaks to her impressive
academic life. This is hardly the collection of a shy novice, and Al-Nakib
revels in the challenge of mixing myth with reality, as she does in the
beautifully told “Echo Twins”, the tale of independent, rebellious Hayat
who has an aﬀair with a blond, British oil digger, Alexander. The twin
boys who are born as a result of this liaison are kept indoors until they are
eight because of the spite of the locals. A small criticism is in her stylistic
resorting to the rhetorical “threes”, so beloved of politicians, that can
mark some of her prose.
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